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Understand planners’ sourcing behaviour
In our 2018 APAC Planner Sourcing Survey, event planners from around the world gave us
a glimpse into what it’s like sourcing, creating, and executing successful meetings and events.
Below you’ll ﬁnd the responses from more than 153 planners across Asia Paciﬁc region,
including the highs and lows of the past year and how hoteliers can help them make
unforgettable experiences.

Planner Breakdown
7%

I am a social/occasional
planner

19%
12%

I source/plan meetings
for other organisations

61%

I source/plan meetings
for my company

I source/plan meetings
for my association

WHERE do you plan meetings?
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TWO AREAS THAT PLANNERs FIND MOST
DIFFICULT DURING SOURCING

1

2

RESEARCHING
VENUES

negotiating

PLANNER RESOURCES

81%

of planners use DESKTOP OR LAPTOP to source venues

online channels

Social media
and blogs

are the most
influential
resource for
searching
venues

have nearly
doubled in
influence since
last year

Positive reviews
the most-cited
factor (27%)
influencing the
destination choices
of planners

SOURCING EXPERIENCE
only

15%

of planners are extremely certain of their
venue when they begin the sourcing process

40%

cite Professionalism/Responsiveness of Hotel Sales
Staff as a reason for not returning to a venue

Factors that affect cost-based decisions
How Competitive & Transparent is the Pricing?
How Accurate are the Quotes?
How Quickly are Quotes Received?
Whether Honest Negotiation is an Option?

Planners look for Trustworthiness and Quick
Response Time In RFP responses
Social media now ranks equal
with live music and entertainment
as the most important strategy
for creating memorable experiences

areas of improvement
1

Ensure easy-to-understand, thorough,
and accurate responses to win more business

2

Set targets for faster response times

3

Ensuring transparent and accurate pricing

Interested in learning more?

Visit CVENT.COm/ae/hospitality-cloud

